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Abstract
Learning a causal effect from observational
data is not straightforward, as this is not pos-
sible without further assumptions. If hidden
common causes between treatment X and
outcome Y cannot be blocked by other mea-
surements, one possibility is to use an instru-
mental variable. In principle, it is possible
under some assumptions to discover whether
a variable is structurally instrumental to a
target causal effect X → Y , but current
frameworks are somewhat lacking on how
general these assumptions can be. A instru-
mental variable discovery problem is chal-
lenging, as no variable can be tested as an
instrument in isolation but only in groups,
but different variables might require different
conditions to be considered an instrument.
Moreover, identification constraints might be
hard to detect statistically. In this paper, we
give a theoretical characterization of instru-
mental variable discovery, highlighting iden-
tifiability problems and solutions, the need
for non-Gaussianity assumptions, and how
they fit within existing methods.
1 CONTRIBUTION
Consider a linear graphical causal model (Spirtes et al.,
2000; Pearl, 2000), where given a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) G, we define a joint distribution in terms
of conditional relationships between each variable Vi
and its given parents in G:
Vi =
∑
Vj∈parG(i)
λijVj + ei. (1)
That is, each random variable Vi is also a vertex in
G, where parG(i) are the parents of Vi in G and ei is
U
W X Y
Figure 1: A graph illustrating a possible IV structure.
X and Y have an unmeasured confounder U . W is an
instrument as it is unconfounded with Y , has no direct
effect of it, and causes X. In this paper, variables
named “U” will denote unmeasured variables.
an independent error term. Equation (1) is called a
structural equation in the sense it encodes a relation-
ship that remains stable under a perfect intervention
on other variables. Using the notation of Pearl (2000),
we use the index “do(Vk = vk)” to denote the regime
under which some variable Vk is fixed to some level
vk by an external agent. If Vk is a parent of Vi, the
differential causal effect of Vk on Vi is given by:
∂E[Vi | do(Vk = vk)]
∂vk
= λik. (2)
Each λik will be referred to as a structural coefficient.
Our goal is to estimate the differential causal effect of
some treatment X on some outcome Y from observa-
tional data. If the common hidden causes of these two
variables can be blocked by other observable variables,
a formula such as the back-door adjustment of Pearl
(2000) or the Prediction Algorithm of Spirtes et al.
(2000) can be used to infer it. In general, unmeasured
confounders of X and Y might remain unblocked. In
linear models, a possibility is to use an instrumental
variable (or instrument, or IV): some observable vari-
able W that is not an effect of either X and Y , it is
unconfounded with Y , and has no direct effect on Y .
Figure 1 illustrates one possible DAG containing an
instrument, with further details in the next Section.
It is not possible to test whether some observable vari-
able is an IV from its joint distribution with X and Y ,
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Figure 2: (a) Variable W is an instrument for the relation X → Y conditioning on {Z1, Z2}. (b) Both W1
and W2 are instruments. The circles at the end of the edges indicate that the direction between W1 and W2 is
irrelevant, as well as the possibility of unmeasured confounding among {W1,W2, X}. (c) The typical covariance
constraints (“tetrads”) that are implied by instrumental variables also happen in the case where no instruments
exist, implying that rank constraints in the covariance matrix are not enough information to discover IVs. (d)
A case that is difficult even when considering information from non-Gaussian distributions.
but IV assumptions can be tested under a variety of
assumptions by exploiting constraints in the joint dis-
tribution of multiple observable variables (Chu et al.,
2001; Brito and Pearl, 2002; Kuroki and Cai, 2005).
However, existing contributions on parameter identi-
fication do not immediately translate to discovery al-
gorithms. Our contribution are two IV discovery al-
gorithms: a theoretical one, which is complete (in a
sense to be made precise) with respect to a widely
used graphical characterization of IVs; and a practical
one, which although might not be complete, provides
a practical alternative to the existing methods as the
set of assumptions required is fundamentally different.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section
2, we discuss basic concepts of IV modeling, and the
current state-of-the-art. We assume prior exposure to
causal graphical models and structural equation mod-
els (Spirtes et al., 2000; Pearl, 2000; Bollen, 1989), in-
cluding common concepts in causal graphical models
such as d-separation, back-door paths, colliders and
active paths1. In Section 3, we discuss the theory
behind an IV discovery algorithm that is “complete”
according to some equivalence class of models. The
resulting algorithm has several practical issues, and
a more realistic alternative is provided in Section 4,
which is then validated experimentally in Section 5.
2 BACKGROUND
We assume a linear DAG causal model with observable
variables V ∪ {X,Y }. X and Y do not precede any
element of V. Y does not precede X. The goal is to
1A partial summary for convenience: a vertex V is ac-
tive on a path with respect to a conditioning set S if it is (i)
a collider in this path and itself or one of its descendants is
in S; OR (ii) not a collider and not in S. A path is active
if all of its vertices are active, blocked otherwise. A path
between some Vi and Vj is into Vi if the edge adjacent to
Vi in this path points to Vi. A back-door (path) between
Vi and Vj is a path without colliders that is into Vi and Vj .
estimate the differential causal effect of X on Y .
This task is common in applied sciences, as in many
cases we have a particular causal effect X → Y to be
estimated, and a set of covariates preceding X and Y
is available. See Morgan and Winship (2015) for sev-
eral examples. This is in contrast to the more familiar
causal structure discovery tasks in the machine learn-
ing literature, where an equivalence class of a whole
causal system is learned from data, and where some
causal queries may or may not be identifiable (Spirtes
et al., 2000). The focus here in on quantifying the
strength of a particular causal query with background
variables, as opposed to unveiling the directionalities
and connections of a causal graph. This allows more
focused algorithms that bypass a full graph estimation.
This philosophy has been exploited by Entner et al.
(2012) as a way of finding possible sets of observable
variables that can block the effect of any hidden com-
mon cause of X and Y . It does not, however, provide
a causal effect estimate if such a set does not exist.
When unmeasured confounding remains, the existence
of a variable such as W in a system such as the one in
Figure 1 will provide an alternative estimator. Using
σab.s to represent the (conditional) covariance of two
variables A and B (given set S), the parameterization
in (1) implies σwx = λxwσww, σwy = λyxλxwσww. It
follows that λyx = σwy/σwx. We can estimate σwy
and σwx from observations, allowing for a consistent
estimate of λyx. Notice that σwx 6= 0 is required.
A variable that is not an IV may be a conditional IV.
This means that if in the corresponding causal graph
we find some set Z that deactive some relevant paths,
then we can identify λyx as σwy.z/σwx.z. Figure 2(a)
illustrates a case. A graphical condition for W given
Z is described by Brito and Pearl (2002) as follows:
1. Z does not d-separate W from X in G;
2. Z d-separates W from Y in the graph obtained by
removing the edge X → Y from G;
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3. Z are non-descendants of X and Y in G.
For the rest of the paper, we will call the above con-
dition the graphical criteria for instrumental variable
validity, or simply “Graphical Criteria.”
The simple inference methods we just described re-
quired knowing the causal graph. That being unavail-
able, the relevant structure needs to be learned from
the data. The lack of an edge in Figure 1 is not testable
(Chu et al., 2001), but in a situation such as Figure
2(b), the simultaneous lack of edges W1 → Y and
W2 → Y has a testable implication, as in both cases
we have λyx = σw1y/σw1x and λyx = σw2y/σw2x. This
leads to what is known as a tetrad constraint,
σw1yσw2x − σw1xσw2y = 0, (3)
which can be tested using observable data. Unfortu-
nately, the tetrad constraint is necessary, but not suf-
ficient, to establish that both elements in this pair of
variables are instrumental.
Consider Figure 2(c). It is not hard to show that
σw1y.zσw2x.z −σw1x.zσw2y.z = 0. However, the Graph-
ical Criteria for IVs is not satisfied and, indeed, λyx
can be vastly different from σw1y.z/σw1x.z. The core
of our contribution is to show how we can comple-
ment conditions such as tetrad constraints with other
conditions, tapping into the theory developed for lin-
ear non-Gaussian causal discovery introduced in the
LiNGAM framework of Shimizu et al. (2006).
2.1 Previous Work
Hoyer et al. (2008) describes a method for inferring
linear causal effects among pairs that are also con-
founded by hidden variables. The method, however,
requires large sample sizes and the knowledge of the
number of hidden common causes. Although finite, the
number of possible differential causal effects that are
compatible with the data increases with the number
of assumed hidden variables.
The use of tetrad constraints for testing the validity
of particular edge exclusions in linear causal models
has a long history, dating back at least to Spearman
(1904). More recently, it has been used in the dis-
covery of latent variable model structure (Silva et al.,
2006; Spirtes, 2013), where structures such as Figure
2(c) emerge but no direct relationships among observ-
ables (such as X → Y ) are discoverable. The com-
bination of tetrad constraints and non-Gaussianity as-
sumptions has been exploited by Shimizu et al. (2009),
again with the target being relationships among latent
variables. Tetrad tests for the validity of postulated
IVs were discussed by Kuroki and Cai (2005). The
literature on learning algorithms allowing for latent
...
1
W2 Z0
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X Y
UW
Figure 3: In this model, variables W1, . . .Wp are in-
strumental variables conditioning on the empty set.
However, conditioning on Z0 will introduce an active
path from each Wi to Y via U , destroying their valid-
ity. This is particularly an issue for algorithms such as
sisVIVE (Kang et al., 2015), where a variable is either
deemed an IV or a conditioning variable.
variables has been growing steadily for a long time, in-
cluding the Fast Causal Inference algorithm of Spirtes
et al. (2000) and more recent methods that exploit con-
straints other than independence constraints (Tashiro
et al., 2014; Nowzohour et al., 2015), but none of these
methods allow for the estimation of the causal effect
of X and Y when there is an unblocked unmeasured
confounder between them. Phiromswad and Hoover
(2013) introduced an algorithm for IV discovery, but
it does not take into account unidentifiability issues
that can be solved by exploring constraints other than
covariance matrix constraints. Moreover, it attempts
to recover a much complex graph than that is neces-
sary to solve this particular question.
2.2 Directions
A recent algorithm for the discovery of instrumental
variables has been introduced by Kang et al. (2015).
It sidesteps the problems introduced by models such
as the one in Figure 2(c) by a clever choice of as-
sumptions: it is assumed that at least half of V are
“valid” IVs, by which this means that we can parti-
tion V into two sets, V = W ∪ Z, such that each
W ∈W is a conditional IV given Z ∪W\{W}. This
is done without knowledge of which variables are valid
and which are not. There are situations where this
assumption is plausible, and the resulting algorithm
(sisVIVE, “some invalid, some valid IV estimator”) is
very elegant and computationally efficient.
However, it does not take much to invalidate this as-
sumption even when nearly all of V can be used as
instruments. Consider Figure 3 where we have an ar-
bitrary number of IVs W1, . . . ,Wp that are valid by
conditioning on the empty set. None of them are valid
by conditioning on Z0, and in this situation sisVIVE
may perform badly. In the following Sections, we intro-
duce an alternative approach that exchanges the “at
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input : Jointly distributed zero-mean random
variables V ∪ {X,Y };
output: The differential causal effect of X on Y
1 Let Σ be the covariance matrix of V ∪ {X,Y }
2 for each pair {Wi,Wj} ⊆ V do
3 for every set Z ⊆ V\{Wi,Wj} of no decreasing
size do
4 if σwix.z = 0 or σwjx.z = 0 then
5 next
6 end
7 if σwix.zσwjy.z 6= σwiy.zσwjx.z then
8 next
9 end
10 rWi ← resproj(Wi, lmb(Wi,Z ∪ {Wj}))
11 rWj ← resproj(Wj , lmb(Wj ,Z ∪ {Wi}))
12 rYi ← resproj(Y, lmb(Wi,Z ∪ {Wj}))
13 rYj ← resproj(Y, lmb(Wj ,Z ∪ {Wi}))
14 if rWi ⊥ rYi and rWj ⊥ rYj then
15 return σwiy.z/σwix.z
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 return NA
Algorithm 1: An algorithm that learns the causal
effect of X on Y knowing the joint distribution of
all observable random variables. resproj(V,S) is a
function that returns the residual of the least-squares
projection of V into row vector S, that is, V − S ×
E[STS]−1E[STV ]. Function lmb(V,S) returns a local
Markov blanket: all variables S ∈ S which are not in-
dependent of V given S\S, which is testable.
least half valid, given everybody else” condition with
a less stringent condition on validity, combined with
assumptions of non-Gaussianity and variations of the
faithfulness assumption used in common causal dis-
covery algorithms (Spirtes et al., 2000). In practice,
however, we do exploit sisVIVE as a useful building
block in a practical algorithm in Section 4. One diffi-
culty is that for models such as in Figure 2(d), we will
still not be able to directly reject {W1,W2} as invalid
and further assumptions would be needed.
3 THEORY
We assume our causal model is a LiNGAM model,
a linear structural equation model with independent,
non-Gaussian error terms, which may include latent
variables (Shimizu et al., 2006). Some of the inter-
mediate results in this Section will not require non-
Gaussianity.
Algorithm 1 provides a method for inferring the causal
effect of some given X on some given Y , getting as
input the joint distribution of V ∪ {X,Y }. This is
equivalent to having an oracle that replies yes or no to
questions on particular tetrad and independence con-
straints. The goal is to show how we can provably find
the correct causal effect in the limit of infinite data, or
to say we cannot identify it (the “NA” return value).
However, analogous to (Hoyer et al., 2008), there is
some subtle but important equivalence class of results
we need to consider. An algorithm for learning causal
effects from empirical data is discussed in Section 4.
3.1 Preliminaries
Following Spirtes (2013), we call a rank constraint in
a matrix M any constraint of the type rank(M) ≤ r,
where r is some constant. If M is the cross-covariance
submatrix given by variables {Vi, Vj} indexing the
rows, and {Vk, Vl} indexing the columns, then the rank
constraint rank(M) ≤ 1 implies σikσjl − σilσjk = 0,
as the latter is the determinant of M .
We will use this notion in tandem with t-separation
(Sullivant et al., 2010). First, let a trek T from Vi to
Vj in a graph be an ordered pair of (possibly empty) di-
rected paths (P1;P2) where: P1 has sink (vertex with-
out children in T ) Vi; P2 has sink Vj ; and P1, P2 have
the same source (vertex in T without parents in T ).
The ordered pair of vertex sets (CI ;CJ) t-separates
vertex set VI from vertex set VJ if, for every trek
(P1;P2) from a vertex in VI to a vertex in VJ, either
P1 contains a vertex in CI or P2 contains a vertex in
CJ . See Spirtes (2013) and Sullivant et al. (2010) for
a generalization of this notion and further examples.
One relevant example can be obtained from Fig-
ure 2(b). Here, CI = ∅ and CJ = {X}; VI =
{W1,W2},VJ = {X,Y }. In Figure 2(c), CI = ∅ and
CJ = {U1, Z}; VI = {Z,W1,W2},VJ = {Z,X, Y }.
Let ΣAB be the cross-covariance matrix of set A
(rows) and set B (columns). The DAG Trek Sepa-
ration Theorem of Sullivant et al. (2010) says:
Theorem 1 (Trek Separation for DAGs). Let G
be a DAG with vertex set V. Let A and B be subsets
of V. We have rank(ΣAB) ≤ r in all linear structural
equation models with graph G if and only if there exist
subsets CA and CB of V with |CA| + |CB| ≤ r such
that (CA;CB) t-separates A from B.
To jump from (testable) rank constraints to (unobserv-
able) constraints in G, we assume our model distribu-
tion P is linearly rank-faithful to a DAG G (Spirtes,
2013): that is, every rank-constraint holding on a co-
variance (sub)matrix derived from P is entailed by ev-
ery linear structural model Markov with respect to G
(Spirtes, 2013). Linear faithfulness, the assumption
that vanishing partial correlations hold in the distri-
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bution if and only if a corresponding d-separation also
holds in G (Spirtes et al., 2000), is a special case of
rank faithfulness, as t-separation implies d-separation
(Sullivant et al., 2010).
3.2 The Role of Non-Gaussianity
In the Graphical Criteria introduced in Section 2, the
challenging condition is the second, as the first is easily
testable by faithfulness and the third is given by as-
sumption. Another way of phrasing condition 2 is: 2a,
there is no active (with respect to Z) back-door path
between W and Y , nor any active path that includes
a collider, that does not include X; 2b, there is no ac-
tive directed path from W to Y that does not include
X. In the next Section, we will partially address 2b.
Here, we exploit non-Gaussianity assumptions to par-
tially tackle 2a. Our proof holds “almost everywhere,”
in the sense it holds for all but a (Lebesgue) measure
zero subset of the set of possible structural coefficients
ΛG = {λij | Vj ∈ parG(i)}.
The motivation for this concept is analogous to the dif-
ferent variations of faithfulness, see the discussion on
generic identifiability by Foygel et al. (2011) and Sul-
livant et al. (2010) for more background on excluding
vanishing polynomials that are not a function of the
graphical structure. For instance, the completeness
of the do-calculus (Shpitser and Pearl, 2006; Huang
and Valtorta, 2006) would be of limited relevance if in
many models there were other adjustments by condi-
tioning and marginalization that did not follow from
the graphical structure. More specifically, linear faith-
fulness also holds almost everywhere in linear DAG
models and it is assumed implicitly.
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 2. Let V ∪ {Y } be a set of variables in
a zero-mean LiNGAM model where Y has no descen-
dants. For some Vi ∈ V, let Z be its local Markov
blanket (all S ∈ V\{Vi} that are d-connected to Vi
given V\{S, Vi}). Let ri ≡ Vi − aTZ be the residual
of the least-squares regression of Vi on Z, with a be-
ing the corresponding least-squares coefficients. Anal-
ogously, let ry ≡ Y − biVi−bTZ be the residual of the
corresponding least-squares regression. Then, almost
everywhere, ri ⊥ ry if and only if there are no active
(with respect to Z) back-door paths between Vi and Y ,
nor any active path that includes a collider.
The proofs of this and the next result are given in the
Supplementary Material.
3.3 Equivalence Class Characterization
Even when using non-Gaussianity, there are still struc-
tures which are indistinguishable by Algorithm 1.
They form an equivalence class characterized as fol-
lows:
Theorem 3 (Downstream Conditional Choke
Point Equivalence Class). Suppose the outcome of
Algorithm 1, found with respect to some {Wi,Wj ,Z},
is not correct under rank faithfulness and the assump-
tions of Theorem 2. Then, for each W ∈ {Wi,Wj}:
(i) there is a directed path from W to Y that is not
blocked by {X} ∪ Z; (ii) the possible common ances-
tors of W and elements in this path are blocked by Z;
(iii) this path includes some Z0 /∈ Z ∪ {Wi,Wj , X},
where all directed paths from W to Y in G are blocked
by {Z0, X} ∪ Z; (iv) all directed paths from W to X
are blocked by Z ∪ {Z0}.
The result is that any tuple (Wi,Wj ,Z) that satis-
fies the conditions used by Algorithm 1 in effect be-
longs to an equivalence class of possible tuples, some
of which may provide an incorrect causal effect. The
common graphical feature in this equivalence class is
what we call a “downstream conditional choke point,”
illustrated by vertex U in Figure 2(d). The name
“downstream” denotes that this point is a descendant
of {Wi,Wj}, and has no active back-door paths with
them. The name “choke point” is due to the fact that
other common causes might exist between X and Y ,
but no active paths, other than the directed paths
passing through this choke point, will exist between
Y and {Wi,Wj}2.
By isolating this feature, we know how to explain the
possible disparities obtained by letting a modified Al-
gorithm 1 return the causal effects implied by each
acceptable tuple. By knowing there is a single choke
point per pair, which is unconfounded with the “can-
didate IVs,” and which lies on all unblocked directed
paths from Wi to X, more sophisticated algorithms,
combined with background knowledge, can be con-
structed that exploit this piece of information. How-
ever, different pairs might have different choke points,
and we leave the description of a more complex algo-
rithm for future work. If all tuples agree and we as-
sume there is at least one valid tuple where {Wi,Wj}
are indeed IVs conditional on Z, then we are done, as
guaranteed by this simple result:
Theorem 4 (Completeness). If there is a pair of
observable variables {Wi,Wj} are IVs conditioned on
2The literature has characterizations of unconditional
choke points (Shafer et al., 1993; Sullivant et al., 2010),
relating them to unconditional tetrad constraints. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that conditional
choke points are explicitly defined and used. This is not
a direct reuse of previous results, as the DAG class is not
closed under conditioning (Richardson and Spirtes, 2002).
Previous results were derived either for DAGs or for special
cases of conditioning (Sullivant et al., 2010).
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input : Data sample D from the joint distribution of
zero-mean random variables V ∪ {X,Y }; A
threshold T , defining the size of the
background set
output: An estimate of the differential causal effect
of X on Y
1 for Vi ∈ V do
2 scorei ← resDependenceScore(D, Vi,V, Y )
3 end
4 Let B be the top T% of V, as ranked by score
5 (W,Z)← sisVIVE(D,V\B,B, X, Y )
6 C ← B
7 while TRUE do
8 v? ← argmaxv∈C BScore(D,W,Z, C\{v}, X, Y )
9 if BScore(. . . , C\{v?}) > BScore(. . . , C) then
10 C ← C\{v}
11 else
12 break
13 end
14 end
15 (W,Z, dce)← sisVIVE(D,V\B, C, X, Y )
16 return dce
Algorithm 2: The algorithm uses dependence mea-
sures of residuals under non-Gaussianity assumptions
to score which variables are most likely not appropri-
ate as instrumental variables. It then runs sisVIVE
in a subset of remaining candidates, with some refine-
ment. Function resDependenceScore returns a quan-
tification of how strongly associated ri and ry are af-
ter (Markov blanket) least-squares regression of Vi on
V\{Vi}, and Y on V. See main text for further expla-
nations.
some Z according to the Graphical Criteria, and each
W ∈ {Wi,Wj} has no active back-door path with X
given Z, nor any active path that includes a collider,
then Algorithm 1 will find one.
Proof of Theorem 4. The test in Step 4 will not
reject any such pair by linear faithfulness, as by the
Graphical Criteria, Z d-connects the pair to X. The
test in Step 14 will not reject any such pair, since by
Theorem 2 the test will reject the pair only if there is
an active back-door path or a collider path between W
and Y . These situations are excluded by the Graphi-
cal Criteria, except in the case where such paths exist
between W and X, as the concatenation of those with
the edge X → Y would exclude W from consideration.

To summarize: Algorithm 1 is sound, in the limit of
infinite data, if we assume no downstream conditional
choke point exists in the graph. A necessary but not
sufficient test to falsify this assumption is by allowing a
exhaustive check of all tuples (Wi,Wj ,Z) with a min-
imal Z, and verifying whether they imply the same
causal effect. The algorithm is complete in the case
where for at least on pair {Wi,Wj} the conditioning
set Z also blocks active back-door/collider paths into
X. This means, for example, that the algorithm will
not find answers in models where W and X have com-
mon causes that cannot be blocked, even if W is a
valid IV by not having common causes with Y . For
example, W is a valid IV in the model with paths
W → X → Y , W ← U1 → X ← U2 → Y , but W
will be discarded due to the back-door path between
W and Y that is unblocked by not conditioning on X.
4 CHALLENGES AND A PARTIAL
SOLUTION
There are two major issues with Algorithm 1. First,
testing (conditional) tetrad constraints often lead to
many statistical errors, which can be mitigated by
some elaborated tricks to take into account the redun-
dancy of some constraints (Silva et al., 2006; Spirtes,
2013). This however leads to a complicated and not
necessarily robust method. Second, an exhaustive
search is in general not computationally feasible.
Instead, we combine ideas inspired by the theoretical
findings of the previous Section with ideas underly-
ing sisVIVE (Kang et al., 2015). One practical issue
properly addressed by sisVIVE is that we want to dis-
cover as many (conditional) IVs as possible, as typi-
cally they individually will be weakly associated with
the outcome Y .
Algorithm 2 modifies sisVIVE in the following way.
In lines 1-3, we score each variable Vi by estimat-
ing its least-squares residual ri ≡ Vi − aTV−i, where
V−i is the vector formed by the local Markov Blan-
ket of Vi within all remaining variables in V (see
definition in Algorithm 1). Least-squares residuals
ryi ≡ Y − biVi − bT−iV−i are also estimated. We use
a measure of dependence between the two residuals to
define scorei. In our implementation, tested in the
next Section, we used the negative of the p-value of
Hoeffding’s independence test between ri and ry, but
other measures such as the HSIC (Gretton et al., 2007)
could be used instead. The idea is to flag variables
which might be linked to Y by “strong” active back-
door paths, as motivated by Theorem 2, by marking a
proportion of them (as given by parameter T ) as un-
suitable IV candidates. In our experiments, the pro-
portion is set to 50%.
Line 5 executes sisVIVE for a preliminary run, where
we indicate: X and Y , the treatment and outcome
variables; a set B, background variables to condition
on but not to consider as possible instrumental vari-
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ables; and a set V\B which will be split into a set of
(“valid”) IVs W and a set of (“invalid”) conditioning
variables Z. As discussed in Section 2, a weak point of
sisVIVE is the impossibility of discarding “bad” con-
ditioning variables. At this stage, however, we are still
conditioning on all variables, but aiming at avoiding
some of the most catastrophic mistakes of including
a strongly confounded variable (given everything else)
into the pool of IVs.
A refinement takes place in lines 6-14. We shrink a
conditional set C initialized with B. Function BScore
(“back-door score”) aims at measuring how “strong”
paths are between elements of W and Y that might go
through back-doors or by conditioning on a sequence of
colliders that ends in a back-door with Y . The actual
implementation of BScore, used in the next Section,
is simple: for each Wi, estimate residual ri conditional
on W−i ∪Z∪C\{c} and the p-value of its dependence
with ry (defined by least-squares of Y on W ∪ Z ∪
C\{c}). The score is the product of all p-values over
the elements of W. We then shrink set C to a local
optimal. A last run of sisVIVE is then performed,
returning the estimated differential causal effect dce.
We are aware of several shortcomings of this algo-
rithm3. The algorithm still relies on the underlying
assumptions of sisVIVE, but relaxing it to require 50%
or more of valid IVs only on the subset V\B. All
these concerns are valid, but our point is to provide
a reasonably simple algorithm that is justified by (i)
how Theorem 2 provides a recipe to remove bad con-
ditioning variables for sisVive; (ii) how Theorem 3
justifies relying on further assumptions, adapted from
sisVIVE, as non-Gaussianity by itself is shown not to
rule out invalid structures. Complex, more refined,
algorithms will be object of future work. For now,
we will show empirically how even a partial solution
such as Algorithm 2 can provide improvements over
the state-of-the-art method.
5 EXPERIMENTS
We assess how Algorithm 2 (which we will call
B-sisVIVE, as in “back-door protected sisVIVE”)
compares to other methods in a series of simulations.
The simulations are performed as follows: we generate
3It is a greedy method, and bad local optimal might
happen. For instance, once a variable is excluded from
the pool of possible IVs, it never goes back. Parameter
T should be chosen in a way that we believe a reasonable
number of conditional IVs will remain. There is no formal
guarantee that in an example such as Figure 3, variable Z0
will be ranked higher than Wi by resDependenceScore,
although heuristically this is justified by dependences typ-
ically decaying as longer paths are traversed in a graph.
w
1
W2
Z B1
Z F1
ZW3 C1
X Y
U
U
W
Figure 4: Example of a synthetic graph generated by
the template used in Section 5. W1,W2 and W3 are
valid IVs conditioned on ZB1 and ZF1 only, as condi-
tioning on ZC1 activates the path Wi → ZC1 ← U →
Y , which invalidates the instruments.
synthetic graphs by four groups of variables. Group
W are variables which can be used as conditional IVs.
Group ZD are variables which lie on directed paths
from W to X and Y . Group ZC are variables which
are children of W and U , the unmeasured confounder
between X and Y . Finally, group ZB are children of U
and parents of W4. Figure 4 shows an example where
|W| = 3, |ZF | = 1, |ZC | = 1, |ZB | = 1.
The methods we compare against are: NAIVE1, ob-
tained by least-squares of Y on X, assuming no con-
founding; NAIVE2, two-stage least squares (TSLS)
using all variables as instruments; NAIVE3, regres-
sion on X and all other variables, assuming no con-
founding; ORACLE, using TSLS on the right set of
IVs and adjustment set; W-ORACLE, uses W as
IVs, but conditions on all of the other variables; S-
ORACLE, sisVIVE performed by first correctly re-
moving the set ZC ; SISVIVE, the Kang et al. (2015)
algorithm taking all variables as input; B-SISVIVE,
our method, with the same input; B-SISNAIVE, a
variation of Algorithm 2, by skipping steps 7-14.
All error variables and latent variables are zero-mean
Laplacian distributed, and coefficients are sampled
from Gaussians, such that the observed variables have
a variance of 1. Models are rejected until the causal
effect λyx has an absolute value of 0.05 or more. Coef-
ficients λxu = λyu are fixed at two levels, (0.25, 0.50),
the higher the harder, as this makes unmeasured con-
founding stronger. Sample sizes are set at 100, 1000,
5000. Comparisons are shown in Table 1, with the
setup |W| = 25, |ZF | = 10, |ZB | = 1, |ZC | = 10.
This satisfies the criterion of |W| being more than the
number of remaining variables, although only the 11
variables ZF ∪ ZB should be used.
4More precisely, the children of W are in {X}∪ZD∪ZC
and its parents are ZB and a second latent variable Uw.
The children of ZF are {X,Y }, its parents are W. The
children of ZC is only X, its parents are {U} ∪W. The
children of ZB are {X,Y } ∪W and its parent is only U .
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100/0.25 1000/0.25 5000/0.25 100/0.50 1000/0.50 5000/0.50
NAIVE1 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.51 0.50 0.51
NAIVE2 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.53 0.54 0.55
NAIVE3 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.40 0.41 0.41
ORACLE 0.12 0.03 0.01 0.22 0.05 0.02
W-ORACLE 0.17 0.09 0.07 0.30 0.20 0.19
S-ORACLE 0.18 0.07 0.03 0.36 0.14 0.05
SISVIVE 0.20 0.13 0.15 0.41 0.38 0.42
B-SISVIVE 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.38 0.33 0.28
B-SISNAIVE 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.38 0.36 0.32
Table 1: Experimental results. Errors are measured by the median absolute difference between the estimated
causal effect and true λyx, over 200 trials in each experimental condition.
The message in Table 1 seems clear. In particular,
increasing the amount of confounding can make the
problem considerably harder; sisVIVE works very well
under the correct assumptions (as seen by the perfor-
mance of S-ORACLE, which is just sisVIVE given the
– usually unknown – information about which vari-
ables one should not condition on for validating the
possible instrumental variables); otherwise, it can per-
form poorly (SISVIVE, which does hardly better than
some na¨ıve approaches); our method (B-SISVIVE)
can provide some sizeable improvements over this
state-of-the-art method. This is true even in its more
straightforward variation, which does not refine its
choice of conditioning set but only forbids some vari-
ables to be selected as instruments (B-SISNAIVE).
We conclude these are important lessons in the esti-
mation of causal effects with observational data.
6 CONCLUSION
Finding instrumental variables is one of the most fun-
damental problems in causal inference. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper provides the first treatment
on how this can be systematically achieved by exploit-
ing non-Gaussianity and clarifying to which extent an
equivalence class of solutions remains. We then pro-
ceeded to show how non-Gaussianity can be exploited
in a pragmatic way, by adapting a state-of-the-art al-
gorithm. Finally, we illustrated how improvement can
be considerable under some conditions.
We expect that theoretical challenges in instrumen-
tal variable discovery can be further tackled by build-
ing on the findings shown here. In particular, as also
hinted by Kang et al. (2015), some of the ideas here
raised extend to non-linear (additive) and binary mod-
els. Methods developed in Peters et al. (2014) can po-
tentially provide a starting point on how to allow for
non-linearities in the context of instrumental variables.
More sophisticated graphical criteria for the identifi-
cation of causal effects in linear systems were intro-
duced by Brito and Pearl (2002). Further work has
led to rich graphical criteria to identify causal effects
in confounded pairs (Foygel et al., 2011). This goes far
beyond the standard IV criteria discussed in Section
2. It also opens up the possibility of more elaborated
discovery algorithms where back-door blocking (Ent-
ner et al., 2012) and the methods in this paper cannot
provide a solution, but how to perform this task in
a computationally and statistically tractable way re-
mains an open question.
Code for the procedure and to generate synthetic stud-
ies is available at http://www.homepages.ucl.ac.
uk/~ucgtrbd/code/iv_discovery.
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APPENDIX: Supplementary Material
We present here proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. The
result for Theorem 2 depends on this standard theorem
(Darmois, 1953; Skitovitch, 1953):
Theorem 5. (Darmois-Skitovitch Theorem) Let
e1, . . . , en be independent random variables, n ≥ 2. Let
v1 =
∑
i αiei, v2 =
∑
i βiei for some coefficients {αi},
{βi}. If v1 and v2 are independent, then those ej for
which αj 6= 0, βj 6= 0 are Gaussian.
The idea is that if we assume {ei} are not Gaussian,
{V1, V2} share a common source if and only if they are
dependent. See (Shimizu et al., 2006; Entner et al.,
2012) for a deeper discussion on how this theorem is
used in causal discovery.
For the main results, we will assume particular al-
gebraic (polynomial) identities implied by the model
graph do not vanish at the particular parameter val-
ues of the given model (which we called “almost every-
where” results in the theorem). We will in particular
consider ways of “expanding” the structural equations
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of each vertex according to exogenous variables, that
is, any variable which is either an error term or la-
tent variable (assuming without loss of generality that
latent variables have no parents).
For each vertex Vk in the model, and each exogenous
ancestor Em of Vk, let Pkm be the set of all directed
paths from Em to Vk. For each path p ∈ Pkm, define
φkmp =
∏
j λjj′ , the product of all coefficients along
this path for Vj ∈ V∩ p where Vj′ = p∩ parG(j) (that
is, Vj′ is the parent of Vj in this path. We multiply
coefficients following a sequence Em → · · · → Vj′ →
Vj → · · · → Vk). From this,
Vk =
∑
Em∈AG(k)
∑
p∈Pkm
φkmpEm, (4)
where AG(k) is the set of exogenous ancestors of Vk,
where for Em = ek we have φkmp ≡ 1 and path p is
given by the single edge ek → Vk. We refer to the idea
of expansion a few times in the proofs as a way of de-
scribing how the models can be written as polynomial
functions of the coefficients ΛG = {λij | Vj ∈ parG(i)}.
Overall, for a LiNGAM model M with DAG G, we
denote by XG the set of exogenous variables ofM, and
by the expanded graph of M the graph G augmented
with the error terms and the corresponding edges ei →
Vi for all observable vertices Vi in G.
The main result used in the proof of Theorem 2 comes
from the following Lemma. Notice that the non-
Gaussianity assumption and the Darmois-Skitovitch
Theorem are not necessary for its proof.
Lemma 6. Let V ∪ U be the set of variables in a
zero-mean LiNGAM model M, where U are the latent
variables of the model. For some Vi ∈ V, let V\i be
V\{Vi}. Let ri ≡ Vi − aTV\i be the residual of the
least-squares regression of Vi on V\i, with a being the
corresponding least-squares coefficients. Then, almost
everywhere, ri can be written as a linear function of
the exogeneous variables of M, ri =
∑
Em∈XG cmEm,
where cm 6= 0 if and only if Vi is d-connected to Em
given V\Vi in the expanded graph of M.
Proof of Lemma 6. Without loss of generality, as-
sume that each latent variable in U has no parents. We
will sometimes use Xk as another representation of any
particular model variable (observable, latent or error
term), with the index k indicating particular variables
in V ∪U and error terms, depending on the context.
One way of obtaining ri is by first performing least-
squares regression of each model variable Xk on Vj ,
for some Vj 6= Vi in V, and calculating residuals X(1)k .
Define V(1) as the set of all residuals {V (1)k }, k 6= j.
We then repeat the process by regressing on some el-
ement of V(1)\{V (1)i }, iterating until we are left with
V(n−1) containing the single element V (n−1)i , where n
is the size of V and V
(n−1)
i = ri. The elimination
sequence can be arbitrary.
Let Vj be a vertex in V\i. Let λkm be the structural
coefficient between Vk and any Xm ∈ V∪U. We define
λkj ≡ 0 if Xj is not a parent of Vk. Since
Vk = λkjVj +
∑
Xm∈parG(k)\Vj
λkmXm + ek,
we have
σkj = λkjσjj +
∑
Xm∈parG(k)\Vj
λkmσmj + σekj ,
where σekj is the covariance of ek and Vj and σmj here
represents the covariance of Xm and Vj . This implies,
a
(1)
kj = λkj +
∑
Xm∈parG(k)\Vj
λkma
(1)
j + a
(1)
ekj
. (5)
where a
(1)
ekj
is the least-squares regression coefficient of
ek on Vj . This means V
(1)
k = Vk−a(1)kj Vj can be written
as
V
(1)
k =
∑
Xm∈parG(k)\Vj
λkmX
(1)
m + e
(1)
k (6)
with X
(1)
m and e
(1)
k defined analogously.
We can iterate this process until we are left with ri:
ri =
∑
Uk∈parG(i)∩U
λikU
(n−1)
k + e
(n−1)
i , (7)
where |V| = n. Variable U (n−1)k is the residual of the
regression of Uk on V\i, similarly for e
(n−1)
i .
What we will show next is that within (7) each
U
(n−1)
k and e
(n−1)
i can be expanded as polynomial
functions of ΛG and XG , and the end result will con-
tain non-vanishing monomials that are a (linear) func-
tion of only the exogenous variables Em which are d-
connected to Vi given V\Vi in the expanded graph of
M. Since the monomials cannot vanish except for a
strict subset of lower dimensionality than that of the
set of possible ΛG , the result will hold almost every-
where.
Since we are free to choose the elimination ordering
leading to ri, as they all lead to the same equivalent
relation (7), let us define it in a way that a vertex can
be eliminated at stage t only when its has no ancestors
in V(t−1) (where V(0) ≡ V\i).
For t = 1, the only exogenous variables which will
have a non-zero coefficient multiplying Vj in the least-
squares regression are the parents of Vj in the ex-
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panded graph, since Vj has no other ancestors
5. Let
U
(1)
k be the residual of some latent parent of Vj ,
U
(1)
k = Uk − akj
 ∑
Em∈AG(j)
∑
p∈Pjm
φjmpEm
 , (8)
where φjmp ≡ λjm if Em is a latent variable, or 1 if
Em = ej . Moreover, akj = λjkvkk/σjj , where vkk is
the variance parameter of U and σjj is a polynomial
function of ΛG . We can multiply both sides of the
equation above by σjj (as well all equations referring
to any V
(1)
k or X
(1)
m such as (6)) to get a new system of
variables that is polynomial in ΛG . We will adopt this
step implicitly and claim that from (8) we have that
U
(1)
k can be expanded as parameters that are poly-
nomial functions of ΛG . Moreover, it is clear from (8)
that there will be at least one non-vanishing monomial
containing each Em. In what follows, we refer to any
expression analogous to (8) as the expansion of U
(t)
k
for t = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.
We define a DAG G(1) with vertices X(1)m , where U (1)k
will assume as children all and only the V
(1)
k such that
Uk is a parent of Vk in the original extended graph
of the model. That is, G(1) is the extended graph
over residuals after the first regression. The respec-
tive modelM(1) is given by equations of type (6) with
parameters coming from ΛG6.
For any t > 1, let V
(t)
j be the vertex being eliminated.
Each U
(t)
k in which U
(t−1)
k is a parent of V
(t−1)
j in
G(t−1) will be a polynomial function of ΛG and a linear
function the union of the exogenous variables present
in the expansion of each parent of V
(t−1)
j : the expan-
sion analogous to (8) in the new model will always in-
troduce new symbols λj? into existing monomials, or
create new monomials with ej , as vertex V
(t−1)
j had
no eliminated descendants up to iteration t. As such,
no exogenous variable will be eliminated from the al-
gebraic expansion of the respective U
(t)
k .
Finally, the expansion of λikU
(n−1)
k in (7) will not
cancel any monomial in the expansion of some other
λik′U
(n−1)
k′ : since Uk and Uk′ are both parents of Vi,
no monomial in the expansion of Uk can differ from a
monomial in the expansion of Uk′ by a factor of λikλik′ .
So (7) will depend algebraically on the union of the ex-
ogenous terms leading to each U
(n−1)
k .
5Assuming Vj is not a child of Vi. In this case, without
loss of generality we assume that the parents of Vi are
added to the parents of Vj , and remove Vi from the model
at any iteration t.
6To be more precise, polynomial functions of such pa-
rameters, as we are implicitly multiplying each equation by
σjj .
To prove the Lemma, we start by pointing out that
U
(n−1)
k will have a latent/error parent of some Vj in
its expansion if and only if there is at least one se-
quence of vertices (Vc, . . . , Vj) where Vc is an observ-
able child of Uk and any two consecutive elements in
this sequence have at least one common latent parent
in G (the sequence can be a singleton, Vc = Vj). To see
this, notice that the different U
(t)
k form an equivalence
relation: each U
(t)
k with a V
(t−1)
j child which is being
eliminated at iteration t will include into its expansion
the exogenous variables found in the expansion of the
other parents of V
(t−1)
j . This partitions V\i into sets
in which each vertex Vj can “reach” some other vertex
Vk by first moving to some Vj′ which shares a latent
parent with Vj and which can “reach” Vk. The latent
parents of V are then partitioned according to their
observed children.
To finalize the proof, suppose Vi is d-separated from
a latent/error parent Em of Vj given V\Vi. This hap-
pens if and only if all latent parents of Vi (and ei) are
d-separated from Em given V\Vi. Let Uk be a latent
parent of Vi (or its error term). Then U
(n−1)
k cannot
have Em in its expansion. If this was the case, by the
previous paragraph Uk would be d-connected to all la-
tent parents of Vj , meaning Vi would be d-connected
to them. This implies cm = 0. Conversely, suppose Vi
is d-connected to the error term or a latent parents of
Vj given V\Vi. Then again by the previous paragraph,
for any latent parent Uk of Vi, U
(n−1)
k will have the la-
tent parents of Vj as terms in its expansion, implying
cm 6= 0 almost everywhere. 
We can now prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Considering the system for
{Vi, Y } ∪Z, we can represent the model in an equiva-
lent way where all latent variables are exogenous. Ap-
plying Lemma 6 to both ri and ry, and by Theorem
5, these variables will be dependent if and only if they
are a non-trivial linear function of at least one com-
mon exogeneous variable Em in the model. By Lemma
6, this happens if and only if Vi is d-connected to Em
given Z and Y is d-connected to Em given Vi and Z.
If Y is d-connected to Em given Z only, and since the
concatenation of the (Vi, Em) path with (Y,Em) path
must be by either colliding at the same child of Em,
or connected through some Vx ← Em → Vy, where
Vx is in the path connected to Vi (which needs to be
into Vx) and Vy is in the path connect to Y (which is
into Vy), the theorem holds. If Y is not d-connected
to Em given Z only, then Y must be d-connected to Vi
given Z by a path that is into Vi, and the claim again
follows. 
The proof of the final result is as follows:
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Proof of Theorem 3. Point (i): according to the
Graphical Criteria for IVs, there should be an active
path from W to Y that does not include X, or other-
wise the algorithm would return the right answer. This
path has to be directed, as any other possible active
path based on back-doors or conditioning on colliders
has been ruled out by the non-Gaussian residual test
(Theorem 2).
Point (ii) is related: if there was an active back-door
path between W and some Z0 connected to Y by an
active directed path, then the concatenation of the two
paths would lead to an active back-door path between
W and Y , contrary to the result of the residual test.
Now we show point (iii). Since σwix.zσwjy.z −
σwiy.zσwjx.z = 0, the covariance submatrix formed by
using (Z,Wi,Wj) as rows and (Z, X, Y ) as columns
has determinant |ΣZZ||σwix.zσwjy.z − σwiy.zσwjx.z| =
0, which follows from standard block matrix decom-
positions. Rank faithfulness, combined with the Trek
Separation Theorem, and the fact that Z is of minimal
size (i.e., there is no proper subset of it satisfying the
tests in Algorithm 1), implies there is a pair of sets
(CZ∪{Wi,Wj},CZ∪{X,Y }) such that the rank of the co-
variance submatrix (Z,Wi,Wj)× (Z, X, Y ) is |Z|+ 1.
There are (trivial) treks of zero edges between elements
of Z, implying all of Z is necessary for the t-separation
to hold. Moreover, as Z is minimal, it is not possible
for a vertex Z in Z to be both in CZ∪{Wi,Wj} and
CZ∪{X,Y }, as this would create an active path from
W to Y colliding at Z, contrary to the tests in the al-
gorithm. Therefore, there is exactly one other vertex
not in Z needed for the t-separation to hold. Then any
treks from W to Y will have to go through this vertex,
which by point (ii) have to be directed paths.
For point (iv): if there is an unblocked path from W
to X not going through Z ∪ {Z0}, this would contra-
dict that |(CZ∪{Wi,Wj},CZ∪{X,Y })| = |Z|+1, as there
would be no elements left to cover this extra trek. 
Remarks: The assumptions are stronger than, for in-
stance, the ones used in the proofs of Tashiro et al.
(2014). A closely related result in that paper is its
Lemma 2, a result identifying the dependence between
the residual of the regression of a variable on its chil-
dren. It does not use any variation of the faithfulness
assumption. This is because, in their context, it is
enough to detect the dependence between the resid-
ual and some children. So if some path cancellations
take place, some other path cancellations cannot oc-
cur. But we need the dependence of our ri and every
relevant error term, because we cannot claim that ri
depends on some error terms or latent variables, while
ry depends on some error terms or latent variables, if
these two sets do not overlap. Although some of the
ideas by Tashiro et al. (2014) could be used in our
context to build partial models and from the deduce
instrumental variables, it goes against our framework
of solving a particular prediction problem (causal ef-
fect of a target treatment-outcome) directly, instead of
doing it by recovering parts of a broader causal graph.
Finally, we have not provided an explicit discussion on
how to validate the non-Gaussianity assumption by
testing the non-Gaussianity of the residuals, as done
by Entner et al. (2012). Or, more precisely, showing
which assumptions are necessary so that testing non-
Gaussianity of the residuals is equivalent to testing
non-Gaussianity of the error terms. This is left as
future work.
